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MY WIFE IS A HACKER CHAPTER 1751-Jared would not let go of Nicole until she had 
arrived at the entrance of the Riddle’s residence. When they had arrived, Nicole’s hair 
was a little messy, and her lipstick had been smudged. 

Jared helped her out by wiping the smudges on the corners of her mouth before 
planting another kiss on her forehead. 

‘Til stay in the house next to yours tonight,” Jared said. 

“Huh? What do you mean?” Nicole was taken aback. 

“I’ve moved into our new home.” 

Upon saying that, Jared motioned Nicole to take a look at the house they had planned 
to live in after their wedding. The lights at the house were already on. 

Nicole felt a surge of warmth radiating through her chest as she thought,’ We’re one 
step closer…’ “If you have not eaten dinner…I would have asked you out for supper.” 
Jared pouted coquettishly. 

Nicole had never seen Jared acting this way, perhaps except when he was asleep, 
during which he would look like a baby. 

“I didn’t eat much earlier, I just nibbled on some food.” 

Catching the hint that Nicole wanted to visit their new home, Jared instantly smiled and 
said, “Okay, I’ll send you home later. Max, let’s head to our new house.” “Yes, sir!” Max 
nodded, as if he was happy for Jared too. 

Then, Max reversed the car and drove in the opposite direction toward their new home 
where the lights shone brightly. 

Jared got out of the car before helping Nicole out by opening the door. He took Nicole 
by her hand as they walked toward their new home together. 

When the two of them arrived at the door, she thought that Jared would just open the 
door. However, unexpectedly, a camera appeared at the door at that instant. 

After the facial recognition and artificial intelligence voice recognition system had booted 
up, it said, “Welcome home, Mr. and Mrs. Johnston.” 

Nicole was amused that in such a short span of time, Jared had already finished 
touching up their new home. On top of that, all of the decorations were her favorites. 



Jared then led Nicole into the house with a smile. “What do you think? Do you like being 
the owner of the house?” “I love it!” Nicole smiled. Nicole absolutely adored the 
advanced technology that installed in the house. It gave the place a genuine touch that 
she had not seen in a long time, given that she did not have the luxury of convenience 
in regards to research when she went to school. 

As they pair entered the house, there was an automatic shoe-changing system by the 
door. Both of them took their shoes off and two pairs of slippers were immediately 
brought to them. 

“I picked it out myself, I hope you like it.” Jared looked at Nicole dotingly. 

Nicole’s heart instantly warmed as she was pampered by Jared. 

‘Jared is very busy nowadays, and yet he finds the time to pick these things out 
personally,’ Nicole thought as this sort of care and attention made her feel inexplicably 
grateful. 

“Thank you.” “It’s nothing. Come on. Let’s go in and take a look,” Jared said. 

Nicole nodded and followed Jared into the hall. The motion-sensor equipped lights 
turned on in an instant, followed by the air conditioner and the air filter. The windows 
facing the swimming pools and back garden turned transparent thereafter, showing 
them the scenery from the inside. 

Two robotic servants then came out from the kitchen, bringing along two cups of strong 
coffee for them. 

“Mr. Johnston, here, have a cup of coffee.” 

The voice of the robot was soft and pleasant. Its appearance was very experimental 
with bionic skin on its face. It gave them a cute look, which Nicole liked. 

“This… Is this the latest robot developed by the Turmann family?” 

Aside from the weaponry, a part of the robot factory that Carl had taken over had begun 
to produce household robots. Before this, Carl had asked Nicole for advice on the 
drawings and modifications of the faces, and to her surprise, the servant robots were 
exactly based on Nicole’s suggestions. 

‘I didn’t expect Carl to really make it happen,’ Nicole thought as she wondered how 
Jared had already gotten his hands on the product before it had even reached the 
market. 

“I had asked Carl to send two of them over once after they have reached the stage of 
market testing,” Jared said. 



“Carl sent this?” Nicole raised her eyebrows. 
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she asked. 

“No, I bought this for my girlfriend. Why should I let other people pay for it?” Jared 
arrogantly said. 

Even if the two robots were Carl’s pretentious wedding gift for the two of them, Jared 
would not have agreed to the proposal so easily. 

Nicole smiled wryly. ‘This dude really is full of himself, but I like it.’ 

After all, Nicole had gotten used to Jared’s arrogance by now. The two of them sat 
down while sipping on the coffee brought over by the robot. 

Nicole took a sip on the coffee and to her surprise, ‘It tastes exactly like the coffee Jared 
makes for me!’ “How does it taste like? Does it taste like the coffee I always brew?” he 
asked. 

Nicole raised her eyebrows. “The taste is very similar!” 

Jared pursed his lips proudly. “Of course it’s similar, I have keyed in all of the ratios.” 

Nicole smiled. “This way, we’ll both be able to sit down and have coffee together in the 
future.” “Yeah,” Jared said before taking another sip, enjoying the moment of peace. 

“Mr. Johnston, dinner is ready. Please head on to the dining room,” one of the robots 
said. 

“I’m tired. I’ll just eat here,” Jared stated. 

Nicole raised her eyebrows. ‘How could he do this to a robot?’ However, just as Nicole 
was about to get out of her seat, the robot unexpectedly replied, “Yes, sir.” “Start lifting 
the tables and chairs and start a romantic dinner,” Jared then added. 

After he had made his orders clear, the couch that Nicole and Jared were sitting on 
automatically shifted in shape before elevating, and so did the coffee table, both running 
into a dining table and a set of dining chairs respectively.. 

A holographic image was activated a few meters away, playing one of the most recent 
popular songs. The clarity of the holographic image was surreal, so much so that it was 
like a live performance. Indeed, the experience was unique. Though Nicole did not pay 



much attention to the male singer, she did notice that it was a magnificent scene 
nonetheless. 

Soon enough, the robot brought the food in from the dining room, with the dining table 
equipped with an automatic heating function that kept the food warm. 

“Come on, eat up. It’s your favorite. Medium rare,” Jared smiled. 

Nicole proceeded to eat her steak without as much as a word. Jared, on the other hand, 
felt that all his worries had disappeared as he spent time with Nicole. 

The two of them had a warm and soothing dinner surrounded by state-of- the-art 
technology. After their meal, Jared hugged Nicole as they laid back on the couch while 
staring up at the stars projected on the ceiling. They were both enjoying each other’s 
presence. 

Jared then noticed that time had passed, and that it was eleven o’ clock. 

“Why don’t you stay for the night?” Jared suggested. 

“I can’t…” Nicole shook her head. 

This was their new home, and they would not be allowed to stay here until they got 
married. It was a tradition they wanted to uphold. 

Understanding what Nicole had meant, Jared sighed and replied, “Alright, I’ll bear with it 
for a while longer. However, from today onwards, you’ll be able to see me from your 
balcony.” “Really?” Nicole raised her eyebrows. 

“Well, our bedrooms are facing each other…,’ Jared responded thoughtfully while 
reaching out to caress her hair. 

Nicole did not expect Jared to have it all so well planned out, and she would have to lie 
to say that she was not touched by his gestures. 

At this moment, she tilted her head upwards and gave Jared a kiss. Seeing this, Jared 
seized the opportunity by grabbing the back of her head and deepening the kiss. 
However, just as he wanted to press her down a little further, Nicole hurriedly pulled 
away, stretching her hands out, and pushed him in the chest. 

“Okay…let’s stop here. I’ll head home now. Rest well,” she said. 
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disappointment, but he knew that Nicole must have been exhausted, and thus, he 
replied, “Okay. I’ll send you to school from now on.” 

Nicole hesitated for a moment. However, after noting that her brothers would probably 
not mind this, she smiled sweetly and said, “Okay.” 

Jared got up contentedly and walked Nicole out the door. Though their mansions were 
right next to each other, with their villas located adjacent to one another’s, the distance 
between them was still quite far. The sides of the road were patched over with the front 
gardens of the two mansions, and the lighting on the street was very bright too. The two 
of them walked took a stroll on the pavement like a couple, hand in hand. 

Nicole noticed that the scenery in front of their house was breathtaking and magnificent, 
and as they arrived at the Riddle Residence, Nicole felt that the walk home was far too 
short. 

She looked at Jared with reluctance and said, “You should get back home quickly. You 
must be tired too.” “Yeah.” Jared pulled her into a hug. “See you tomorrow.” “Okay.” 
Nicole nodded. 

After Jared had released her, she spun around and walked into the house. He then 
stood there, watching Nicole as she entered the house before walking back to his. 

The entire household of the Riddles was already sound asleep once Nicole had already 
gotten in. After talking to the butler, she breathed a sigh of relief and went upstairs. 
Upon arriving at her room, she walked over to her balcony to see if she could catch a 
glimpse of Jared from there. 

Coincidentally, as Nicole was peering out her balcony, Jared had just entered his room 
and turned the light on. A slender figure appeared on his balcony, though the backlight 
made it difficult for her to make it out in clear detail. Seeing this, he waved her hands 
frantically. 

Jared, who noticed her, waved back in response. Just like that, the two of them gazed 
at each other quietly under the moonlight until Nicole eventually returned to her room. 

Nicole went to her bed, lying on her back with her heart pounding against her chest. At 
that moment, she had completely forgotten that she was a savage detective, a ruthless 
hacker, and a strong and independent woman. As it turned out, she was also a girl who 
had been spoiled by her boyfriend… 

Nicole hugged her quilt shyly as her face flushed a shade of deep red. It was the first 
time she felt this way after being pampered. On the other hand, Jared was still gazing at 
her window, and would continue doing so for a very long time… 



The next morning, Nicole got up early to eat breakfast and was ready to leave for 
school. When Spencer and Samuel came downstairs, they noticed that Nicole was 
already done eating her fill.. 

“Nicole! Why did you finish eating so quickly?” Samuel asked curiously. 

“Yeah! Why didn’t you wait for us?” Spencer asked. 

In response, Nicole smiled and said, “From today onwards, someone will be sending me 
to school, so I won’t be following you guys.” “Huh? Who?” Samuel asked, feeling a little 
displeased at this sudden change. 

‘Who could be taking our little sister away?’ “Jared. He has already moved in next to 
us,” Nicole said as she put on her shoes with her backpack on her back. 

“That soon?” Spencer asked in surprise. 

‘That guy just wants Nicole all for himself,’ he thought. 

“I’m going now. You can tell our parents about it later.” Not wanting to converse any 
longer, she opened the door and left. 

Spencer and Samuel stood there looking at each other while shaking their heads in 
disappointment. To them, it seemed that they are going to be alone again. 

“What are you looking at? I don’t want to go to school with you either,” Samuel said 
before he went to eat his breakfast with a cloud of gloom lingering above him. 

“Yeah? Guess what? I don’t want to go with you either. It’s depressing that the two of us 
are going to school together without her!” Spencer complained. 
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needed to use one of the cars at home, leaving only one car in the house, which was 
Nicole’s car. Unfortunately, they could not drive their younger sister’s car to school. 

At that moment, Nicole was already waiting for Jared outside. It did take him a while to 
drive out, but as soon as he did, Nicole immediately got into the car. 

Jared became a little suspicious as to why Nicole was already up so early.” Why did you 
come out so early?” “I was looking forward to seeing you,” Nicole replied with a sweet 
smile, having no intention to hide her feelings. 

Noticing Nicole acting so cutely, Jared could not resist himself. “Okay. In that case, I’ll 
come over earlier to wait for you tomorrow. 



“No, it’s okay. You’re really busy every day and you often go to bed very late at night. 
You can sleep in for a bit,” Nicole said thoughtfully. 

“Sleep is not as important as you are.” Jared replied after thinking long and hard. ‘As 
long as I can spend more time with her, it doesn’t matter if I don’t get enough sleep.” 
“Ugh, how cheesy can you be?” Nicole playfully pushed him, her face flushing red again 
as she avoided eye contact. 

Jared smiled, and as he drove the car, he started a conversation about something 
which had transpired yesterday. “Last night would have been utterly perfect if it wasn’t 
for a certain someone who had decided to ruin it.” 

Hearing that, Nicole immediately knew who he was referring to. “You want to ask about 
the scene Chloe caused, right?” 

Jared raised his eyebrows. “It wasn’t a question. The fingerprints on the prop car had 
been taken and sent to the police yesterday. It matched the fingerprints of one of the 
workers. His confession, however, was made by Chloe’s manager, and Max had sent 
that information to the police. After he arrived at the station, both of them would be 
charged for the failed attempted murder and the hiring of a worker to injure an innocent 
person. Their charges will start from three years in prison.” 

Nicole raised her eyebrows, “I knew I could depend on you. You’ve even caught the guy 
who is responsible for all of this.” “I’ve told you that I won’t let anyone hurt you, and that 
includes Chloe.” Jared’s eyes darkened for a moment. “Anyway, the manager should’ve 
confessed that Chloe had ordered them to do it and even if she has denied it, I’ll still find 
a way to corner her.” 

Nicole knew for certain that Jared would find a hundreds of ways to make things go the 
way he wanted it to be. However, what she wanted was far worse. 

“Just send her into the slammer. It’s a little too cheap for us to let her off the hook so 
easily.” Nicole darted Jared a glance, after which she took her phone out. 

Jared had woken up early to ask Max for the latest update. Much to his surprise, Chloe 
had reached the trending searches. Apparently, she had gotten herself into an accident 
in which she had fallen from an area of high elevation from the wires, collapsing her 
lumbar vertebrae and paralyzing her from the waist down. 

Jared’s eyes darkened at once. “Did you cause this?” 

He had never seen the cruel and merciless side of Nicole prior to this. 

Nicole glanced ahead with an expression that spelled that which was unsaid. ‘She made 
me do it. I only predicted what would happen and switched our wires around.” 



In an instant, Jared’s eyes became bloodshot. ‘That pathetic excuse of a human! How 
dare she do this to Nicole?’ “If it wasn’t for her, I think that none of us would have 
decided to harm her deliberately,” Nicole issued a huge sigh of relief. 

“Up until the very last moment, she was still void of any humanity and ethics. Instead 
she cursed me out, telling me to die,” Nicole lamented. 

As soon as Nicole thought of the scene, she began to feel a little distraught. ‘Raine, 
Snow, and now Chloe. These are all the cousins whom I’ve just met, but why are they 
so violent and spiteful to me as compared to the others? It was obvious that I didn’t 
really care about what they thought I did, and yet, they just wouldn’t stop coming at me 
repeatedly. Each attempt they’ve made was worse than the last, and they’ve 
progressed to the point where they wanted to kill me.’ 

Under Nicole’s cold and unemotional facade was a strange mixture of loneliness and 
sadness, and when he noticed this, Jared leaned forward with his arms open and 
hugged her. “It’s their own narrow-mindedness and pettiness. Family members like 
them are not worth keeping around.” 

Nicole’s heart was once more soothed thanks to the warm words from Jared as she 
began leaning on his shoulder. 

“Yesterday, while I was watching Chloe fall from a great height, spurting blood out while 
glaring at me, I felt sorrowful. Not sure if it was for me or for her. It was not until I 
reached home that I started to ponder…whether I had done the right thing or not,” she 
said. 

“Of course, you did the right thing.” Jared frowned. “In any case, you have loving 
parents and brothers who love you and cherish you very much. You don’t have to dwell 
on the thought of what your family thinks about you.” 
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have to care about what they think?’ 

Jared thought about his uncles and cousins, and that was when he burst out in a fit of 
mocking laughter. “Of course. The more you care, the more tired you will be. So, why 
bother caring that much? It’s lonely when you’ve reached the highest point of success 
with no real friends around, anyway. Thing crumble easily at that point. 

Upon hearing Jared talking about his experiences, Nicole’s heart immediately felt at 
ease. 



‘If one wants to achieve their best capabilities, one must be strong enough to undertake 
the challenges by themselves, head on,’ Nicole thought, as she was already 
accustomed to this sort of life “Thank you,” Nicole said, and let out a huge sigh of relief. 

She was grateful that Jared had helped her with sorting her concerns out. 

“You’re welcome.’ Jared stroked her hair, making her feel even more relaxed than she 
was. 

After that, the pair remained silent until they arrived at the school gate. 

“Even if Chloe becomes a paraplegic, she still has to bear the legal consequences for 
what she had done,” Jared stated. 

Nicole knew that Jared would not let Chloe off the hook so easily, as it was her fault to 
begin with. 

Because of this, all Nicole did was say, ’Okay.” 

Jared nodded and planted a kiss on her forehead before waving goodbye to her. She 
stood by the sidewalk as she watched his car speeding away, her fingers touching the 
spot where Jared had just kissed before sauntering into the camps with a smile on her 
face. 

Lulu rushed up to Nicole as soon as she saw her. 

“Nicole, are you okay!” Lulu asked as she grabbed Nicole. 

Both June and Lulu grabbed Nicole’s arms and legs, inspecting them carefully before 
noticing that she was fine. 

“What could happen to me?” Nicole gave the duo strange looks before placing her 
backpack down. 

Hearing that, Lulu issued a sigh of relief and said, “Thank goodness you’re okay. I read 
on the trending news this morning that something had happened on the set you were 
filming in. It seems that Chloe had an accident…’ “Yeah, me too! I saw the pictures from 
the filming set. It seemed that the both of you were filming a fight scene. Were your 
wires working fine?’ June asked, as she was also as worried as Lulu was. 

“Of course, everything is fine. It was her who did not inspect her wires carefully,” Nicole 
said icily as she sat down. 

At that time, all Chloe could think of were ways to harm Nicole. If she had paid attention 
to checking her wires, she would not have ended up in this situation. 
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“I- Uhh… I-” Bradley was still out of breath, but he quickly checked on Nicole. Seeing 
that she was fine, he heaved a sigh of relief. “Thank god you’re fine…” 

When Lulu and June noticed how panicked Bradley was, they glanced at each other. 

“Bradley, you seem strange…” Lulu raised her eyebrows, full of doubt. It was as if she 
made a huge discovery. 

It was only then that Bradley realized he had lost his composure. So, he immediately 
said, “I’m not. I’m just genuinely worried about Nicole.” 

As he finished speaking, Bradley walked past Lulu while panicking and returned to his 
seat. 

Lulu and June could not help but laugh. 

However, Nicole did not bother about them. She looked at all three of them seriously. 
“Anyways, thank you all for caring about me but I’m really fine. It was Chloe who got into 
trouble.” 

Lulu nodded. “That’s great. For a moment, we thought that if our awardwinning actress 
got into trouble, you would be affected too. 

“Thank God you’re fine. But it seems like luck really isn’t on the production team’s side. 
Previously, they couldn’t find a suitable female lead. Now that they finally found Nicole 
and started shooting, such a terrible thing happened.” 

Lulu carefully said, “Based on the family tree, Chloe’s your cousin, right?” 

Nicole could tell that Lulu was worried of hurting her. She smiled. ’I guess so, but we’re 
not close.” 

Then, the two of them let out a sigh of relief. “That’s good to hear. We just don’t want to 
see you feel sad or get hurt.” 

The two girls looked at each other and smiled. They could finally be at peace. 

There were times where Nicole would question if it was good to have friends like these. 
These two girls would always put her first. 

The morning passed by just like that. In the afternoon, when they were eating together 
at the cafeteria, Lulu was busy swiping through social media when she noticed 



something huge. “Hey, it seems like Chloe’s seeking compensation from the production 
team. However, the team’s official account had announced that they refuse to do so. 
What’s going on?” “Is the team trying to get bashed?” June seemed surprised. “For 
such cases, shouldn’t they compensate immediately?” “I’m not sure about that, but it 
seems like the production team is saying that Chloe made all of this up.” “How’s that 
possible? Why would someone hurt themselves intentionally?” June was in doubt. 

Nicole muttered, “Sometimes, we can’t judge a book by its cover.” 

June was shocked. Then, she whispered, “Nicole, what do you mean? Are you trying to 
say… that Chloe really staged this herself?” 

Nicole did not answer her question. “Soon, the both of you will find out. I’ve signed a 
non-disclosure agreement, so I can’t say much.” “Oh…” Seeing this, the two girls did not 
dare question further. 

However, they still followed the news closely online. 

At that moment, Chloe was crying in pain at the hospital ward. 

Miley was also in tears with Chloe. 

Damien’s gaze was dark, but he stood by the window without uttering a word. 

On the other hand, Everett was leaning against the door, not knowing what to say. 
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only cared about Chloe. 

Miley had been crying the whole morning while holding Chloe’s hand. At that moment, 
her eyes were so puffy that it almost looked like a walnut. 

“My dear daughter, how are you going to live for the rest of your life?” 

They had found the best specialists in San Joto for Chloe. But after looking through the 
records, they all said that there was no cure for it. 

“Why don’t we ask the Wyance family? The mayor’s son is a first-class doctor, right?” 

Looking at how Miley had laid her eyes on the Wyance family, Everett said,” Mom, it’s 
hard to reach Martin for his services.” 

Miley immediately turned back and glared at him. “Isn’t he best friends with Nicole? If 
she can reach him immediately, why can’t we?” 



The machine which Nicole had was from Martin. She had to be close to him. 

However, at the mention of Nicole, Chloe immediately acted up. “Nicole, that bitch! I 
don’t want her friend’s help! It’s because of her that I’m here right now!” 

Just as she finished speaking, Damien turned around fiercely. “You better shut your 
mouth! The reason why you’re here is your own fault! And yet, you’re still being 
stubborn! If you hadn’t tried to hurt Nicole, would you have suffered yourself?” 

Chloe looked at Damien angrily. Sure enough, her own dad did not care about her 
anymore. 

Previously, when she was chased out of the country, Damien did not help her. Now that 
she was going to be disabled, she would not be of any good use to him. He would not 
even lay an eye on her! 

Gritting her teeth, Chloe shouted, “It was Nicole who snatched the role of the female 
lead from me! She also chased my manager away! All I’m doing is getting back what 
belongs to me. What’s wrong with that?” 

At this, Damien yelled, “You fool! With Nicole’s status, she could destroy our whole 
family. She’s been eyeing me and Uncle Dillon. Who are you to offend her?” 

It was not that Damien was not worried about Chloe, but she had disappointed him with 
her actions. 

Damien had spent a fortune on Chloe ever since she was young to nurture her into an 
award-winning actress. However, after she met Nicole, Chloe had lost to Nicole time 
and time again. Now, Chloe had already lost the rest of her life to Nicole. 

Chloe did not understand Damien’s disappointment. She bit her lip and glared at 
Damien. “You’re right. In your eyes, I’m not Chloe Riddle, the award -winning actress 
anymore. I’m not of use to you anymore! So, you think I’m not worthy of fighting for 
things that I want, right?” 

Looking at how unreasonable Chloe was being, Damien became angrier.” Go ahead! 
Do as you please. You’ll have to bear the consequences of your own actions!” 

Damien had already split things up with Daniel. The company was also facing some 
issues. Of course, he hated Nicole a lot! However, he had to take a step back and look 
at the big picture. Otherwise, he would not be able to pay for Chloe’s medical fees! 

“I’ll bear everything on my own! Even if I’m disabled, I don’t need your money!” Chloe 
glared at Damien with anger as she spoke those words. 



Damien only laughed in response. “You don’t need my money? Are you counting on the 
production team? From the get-go, the team had already come clear with everything! 
This means that it was not their fault! Perhaps, they know everything that you’ve done!” 

At that moment, Chloe’s face turned pale. “T-That’s impossible! How would they know?” 

Damien chuckled. “Even Nicole knows about it. Did you think she would keep it to 
herself? Furthermore, from what we know of Lloyd and Gloria, did you think they’ll let 
you receive a huge compensation? They’re untouchable!” 

Even if they were willing to give, the current Damien would not dare receive. 

“That’s impossible… No, the production team wouldn’t do this to me!” For her post-
treatment fee, if she wanted the best treatment, she would need at least ten million and 
above. If the production team would not do anything, how was Chloe going to get her 
treatment? 

Her commission from previous projects had been used up… She was incapable of 
handling such a huge fee. 

When Miley heard this, she understood the whole situation. Then, she quickly begged 
Damien, “Honey, do we really have no way out of this? Are we really going to see Chloe 
turn into a disabled person for the rest of her life?” 
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think of right now? The best specialist has already spoken. That’s it.” 

Damien seemed helpless. “The company had been split by Daniel and most of my 
partnerships had been affected. Now, there’s another huge issue to solve here. If you all 
want to live a good life in the future, you better behave yourself. Don’t disturb or anger 
Nicole again!’ 

At this moment, Damien was clear that no one should ever anger Nicole and her family 
anymore! 

As Everett looked at Damien, he felt a deep sense of disappointment. 

‘Is this the Damien I know, who is a man of his own words?’ 

Everett used to have a respectful image of Damien in his heart. 

And now, he was actually afraid of a high schooler. 

‘If Uncle Daniel and his family had climbed to a higher status, so what? 



‘My father’s such a loser.’ 

Everett’s gaze turned darker. 

Just at that moment, Damien turned around and noticed that Everett didn’t seem 
normal. Damien frowned and asked, “What are you thinking about?” 

Everett immediately regained his composure. “Nothing, I was just thinking that you’re 
smart.” 

Damien nodded lightly. He thought that his son would not be thinking about other things. 

However, his gaze was really dark… 

Damien shook his head to stop himself from thinking about those issues. He turned to 
Miley and said, “You should take care of Chloe. I’ll continue to contact specialists from 
other cities. There’s some work left at the office. I’ll get going.’ ‘Useless ones would 
always remain useless.’ 

Everett understood this. He was a useless person himself, so his dad would never look 
at him. 

Now, Chloe would not bring him any benefit. Instead, she was becoming a burden. 

She definitely lost her value in Damien’s heart. 

So, it was normal that Damien would leave her aside. 

Then, Everett left with Damien. 

Chloe watched as Damien left. Then, she said mockingly, “My own father… is really 
cruel. I’m useless to him now, right?” 

Miley immediately wiped away her tears and said, “Don’t overthink. Your dad really has 
work to do in the office. These days, Uncle Daniel and his family have been keeping an 
eye on your dad. If he doesn’t do his job well, he might be chased out of the company. 
Then, no one would help you with your medical fees.” 

Chloe smiled bitterly. She never thought that one day she would be this stressed out 
about medical fees. 

She looked at the ceiling with hatred in her eyes. Then, she gritted her teeth and said, 
“All this is because of Nicole… She caused me to be like this! I’ll never leave her alone, 
even in the afterlife!” 

Miley also clenched her fist tightly, full of hate. “Isn’t this all Nicole’s fault?! 



Now that our family has lost our status, their family is in charge of the Riddle family. 
They also took away a huge part of your grandpa’s share! 

And now, she has caused you to be lying in bed! She deserves to die!” 

Hearing her own mother’s words, Chloe glanced at Miley. “You’re right. She deserves to 
die! 

“Mom, we must not let her continue walking around with her arrogance!” Chloe said with 
an evil tone. 

“You mean…” 

Chloe pursed her lips and spoke into her mom’s ear to tell of her idea. 

Miley immediately nodded. ’Don’t worry. I’ll pull it off perfectly with no trace! I’ll let her 
die a graveless death!” “Mom, I’m counting on you…” Chloe purposely said that to boost 
Miley’s excitement. 
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evil. 

“I’ve always wanted to teach that bitch a lesson… 

Don’t worry. 

I won’t let her go so easily! She caused you this pain. 

I’ll make her pay tenfold!” It was as if Chloe had finally found someone to lean on. 

She slowly held onto her mother’s hands as she felt touched. 

Throughout her whole life, this was the moment where she realized that the only person 
who loved her was her mom. 

“Also, I won’t let the production team escape from their responsibility. 

I’ll look for Lloyd and Nachelle today! They have to give me an explanation!” “Yes. 

For such a famous team, they have to be afraid of any negative news. 

They would definitely pay if they don’t want this to go viral.” “That’s right. 

I won’t be like your dad, just accepting whatever they say. 



I don’t care whatever it takes. 

I’ll ask for all that money!” The mother and daughter duo were indulging in wishful 
thinking. 

In the blink of an eye, school ended. 

Nicole sat in the sprinter van and went to the shooting location. 

Without Chloe around, their shoot for that day was extremely smooth. 

The only thing was that Lloyd did not seem to be in the mood. 

He did not approach Nicole or even spoke to her when they were waiting together. 

Nachelle also seemed cold to Nicole that day. 

The reason? Nicole had already guessed it, but she was happy for things to result in 
this. 

That distance with everyone while completing the shoot was what Nicole wanted. 

She did not want to get too close to Lloyd. 

After all, she was just returning a favor by participating in the shoot. 

She did not want him to think otherwise. 

After waiting for a while, Nachelle got ready for the shoot. 

Just at that moment, there was a loud noise coming from the entrance. 

Then, the noise got nearer and nearer. 

“Let me in!” “I’m sorry, madam. 

You’re not allowed to enter without a pass.” “Get out of my way!” That person was very 
arrogant. 

It seemed like she had brought someone else, and the security guards present could 
not control her. 

Nicole felt that the voice sounded familiar. 

She glanced over and saw Miley taking big steps into the studio. 



Miley wore an expensive dress, high heels and carried a backpack. 

When Nachelle noticed that someone had caused a huge commotion to enter the place, 
she immediately walked out, looking unhappy and said, “What’s going on?” As Miley 
saw Nachelle, she immediately smiled. 

“Ms. Lloyd, it’s great that you’re here. 

I’m here to seek justice for my daughter, Chloe.” Once Nachelle heard that the person 
was here to seek justice for Chloe, she immediately remembered who Miley was. 

Nachelle could not help but snort. 

“I was wondering who it was. 

It turns out to be the Rogers family who had been kicked out of San Joto’s list of 
families.” Miley felt embarrassed as soon as she heard Nachelle mention the Rogers 
family being kicked out of the country. 

“Although the Rogers family had fallen, I’m the daughter-in-law of the Riddle family!” 
Nicole looked at the way Miley used the Riddle family’s name. 

She could not help but laugh sarcastically. 

The Riddle family was thriving off Nicole’s family. 

Damien had nothing to do with it! Nachelle did not care about it. 

“As far as I know, the most famous daughter-in-law of the Riddle family is Gloria Holder. 

Who are you?” Those sharp words instantly slapped Miley in the face! She did not 
realize that her status now was way behind Gloria’s. 

Seeing that she was at a disadvantage, Miley raised her voice to regain some power. 

“Stop talking nonsense! I’m here today to get justice for my daughter! What did you 
mean by your response on the official social media account? 

My daughter got hurt at the shooting location, and yet you said that you’ve investigated 
but the production team isn’t responsible for it. 

How dare you say such words! Where’s your conscience? If it wasn’t your fault, then is 
it my daughter’s own fault?” 

Miley spoke a lot because she was afraid that if Nachelle interrupted her, she would not 
be able to say those words again. 



However, Nachelle only laughed mockingly as she heard all that nonsense. 

“Those words came out from your mouth, not mine. 

Why? Did your daughter tell you so? That it was her own fault?” | 
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Although Chloe had described the whole incident to her, she could not admit it, 
especially with so many people present. 

Miley wanted the team to compensate them. 

“What nonsense are you talking about? My daughter was hurt at the shoot. 

The team has to pay! And according to the agreement, the compensation should be 
tripled!” Nachelle was not someone to be offended. 

She would not let Miley cause a scene. 

So, she immediately shouted, “If you’re trying to cause a scene with me, you should first 
see what kind of a person your daughter is.” While speaking, Nachelle whipped out her 
phone and played a video recording. 

Nicole did not have to see to know what it was. 

Perhaps, Nachelle had expected that someone would come knocking on her door. 

She probably saved a video in her phone of Chloe sabotaging the scene. 

“What’s this? I don’t want to look at it!” Miley was still trying to cause a scene. 

However, Nachelle replied, “It’s fine if you choose not to watch it, but I’ve already 
handed this video over to the police. 

This is your own daughter sabotaging the wire and causing herself to get hurt in the 
video. 

The police will release this to the public soon!” “What?” Miley was stunned. 

She did not expect Nachelle to have a video of Chloe sabotaging. 

Miley could not believe it. 



She quickly took the phone and looked closely. 

It really was Chloe cutting the safety harness’ wire in the video! “H-how is this 
possible?” If they had the video, it was obvious they knew that Chloe had been 
sabotaging the wires from the get-go. 

And yet, they allowed her to continue filming! “Are you done?” Nachelle saw that Miley 
had frozen. 

She immediately took back her phone. 

“If you’re done, please get out of this place. 

Stop interrupting our shoot.” It was only then that Miley came to her senses. 

She still did not give up. 

“No! Even if that’s the case, all of you have to pay! It was because of you guys… 

it was all of you. 

You knew that she did it, and still allowed her to get on it! Otherwise… 

otherwise, why would you have this video?” Miley was still trying to find a reason to 
blame the production team. 

At that moment, Nicole could not help but burst into laughter. 

When Miley heard someone laughing, she turned around to look at Nicole. 

She had almost forgotten that bitch was still at the filming location! “What are you 
laughing at? It was all because of you that Chloe’s in trouble! And you still have the guts 
to laugh!” Nicole looked at her coldly. 

Her smile was getting crueler. 

“You already have the guts to come here, put the blame on others and ask for 
compensation. 

Why would I not have the guts to laugh?” “who says I’m blaming others?” Miley ran 
toward Nicole angrily. 

“It was you, right? You did this on purpose! You probably ordered the production team 
to do so. 



You must’ve known about this earlier…” “So what if I knew about this earlier?” Nicole 
looked back at her coldly. 

A murderous look flashed across her eyes. 

It made the whole shooting location feel dark. 

Miley was frightened by Nicole’s aura. 

“Aunty Miley, you have to show evidence when claiming something. 

Just like how the production team has evidence that Chloe brought this upon herself. 

Do you have evidence that the production team was targeting her? It could be possible 
that we only found this photo after the incident… 

As for the rest, we had no clue about it. 

And yet, you’re asking for compensation from the production team? The situation was 
created by Chloe herself, and she hurt herself, causing a huge interruption to the shoot. 

She should be the one to compensate everyone threefold.” “You! You’re lying!” Miley 
was frightened by Nicole’s proximity that she almost fell to the ground while stepping 
backward. 

” Nicole! We’re all from the Riddle family! How could you side with others and demand 
your own cousin to compensate the team? Don’t you have a conscience?” Nicole 
snorted as she looked at Miley’s dark and hopeless gaze. 

She said jokingly, “When my cousin sabotaged the wire, did she ever think about how 
I’m from the Riddle family too? When Uncle Damien came to my parents and caused 
trouble, did he think of us as a family? Previously, you were always mean to me. 

Did you see me as a Riddle? And now, you’re saying that we’re a family. 

I’m sorry. 

My last name is Riddle and yours, the Roger family.” “you!” Unexpectedly, Nicole was 
good with her words. 

One line after another, it all refuted Miley that she could not speak anymore. 

All she felt was a huge pain of embarrassment to her face! Gwendolyn, Anna, and the 
rest of the people there had witnessed this scene. 

All of them began to respect and admire Nicole. 



 


